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VISION-BASED PASSIVE ALIGNMENT OF AN OPTICAL FIBER SUBASSEMBLY

TO AN OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Priority Claim

This application claims the priority of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

62/002,772 filed on May 23, 2014. This application is fully incorporated by reference as if fully

set forth herein. All publications noted below are fully incorporated by reference as if fully set

forth herein.

2. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to coupling of light into and out of optoelectronic devices

(e.g., photonic integrated circuits (PICs)), and more particular to optical connections of optical

fibers to optoelectronic devices supported on a circuit board.

3. Description of Related Art

[0002] Optoelectronic devices include optical and electronic components that source, detect

and/or control light, converting between light signals and electrical signals. For example, a

transceiver (Xcvr) is an optoelectronic module comprising both a transmitter (Tx) and a receiver

(Rx) which are combined with circuitry within a housing. The transmitter includes a light source

(e.g., a VCSEL or DFB laser), and the receiver includes a light sensor (e.g., a photodiode).

Heretofore, a transceiver's circuitry is soldered onto a printed circuit board. Such a transceiver

generally has a substrate that forms the bottom of a package (either hermetic or non-hermetic),

and then optoelectronic devices such as lasers and photodiodes are soldered onto the substrate.

Optical fibers are connected to the exterior of the package or fed through the wall of the package

using a feedthrough (see, US20130294732A1, which had been commonly assigned to the

Assignee/Applicant of the present application, and is fully incorporated as if fully set forth

herein).

[0003] The cost of the transceiver can be reduced substantially if the package is eliminated, and

some commercial transceivers are doing this. For instance, some active optical cable with a



silicon photonic integrated circuit (SiPIC) successfully operate without a package. The SiPIC

chip is enclosed in epoxy, which is also used to hold an optical fiber array. This approach does

not provide a separable connector; the optical fibers are permanently attached to the SiPIC.

[0004] US Conec Ltd. introduced the model PRIZM LightTurn connector assembly that is

designed as a detachable module -mounted connector. A bottom support is attached to the

transceiver, and a connector carrying an optical fiber array is aligned to the support using two

pin-in-hole connections. A top clip snaps in place and holds the connector against the support.

This connector assembly is fabricated from polymer.

[0005] For proper operation, an optoelectronic device supported on a printed circuit board needs

to efficiently couple light to an external optical fiber. Most optoelectronic devices (e.g., PICs)

require single-mode optical connections that require stringent alignment tolerances between

optical fibers and the devices, typically less than 1 micrometer. This is challenging since so

many optical fibers are optically aligned to elements on the PICs using an active optical

alignment approach in which the position and orientation of the optical fiber(s) is adjusted by

machinery until the amount of light transferred between the fiber and PIC is maximized.

[0006] The current state of the art is expensive due to the inclusion of a package, excludes the

use of common electronics and assembly processes, and/or often not suited to single-mode

applications required by many PICs. Active optical alignment involves relatively complex, low

throughput undertakings since the laser or photodiode must be energized during the active

alignment process. Further, those components that are made of plastic (e.g., the PRIZM

LightTurn connector by US Conec Ltd.) are not well suited to single-mode connections, and the

plastic components should not be in place during any subsequent soldering processes that may

cause the polymer construction to shift and compromise optical alignment.

[0007] What is needed is an improved approach to optically couple input/output of optical fibers

in optical alignment to optoelectronic components that are supported on a substrate (e.g., a

printed circuit board), which improves throughput, tolerance, manufacturability, ease of use,

functionality and reliability at reduced costs.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The present invention overcomes the drawbacks of the prior art by providing a vision-

based passive alignment approach that does not require energized circuitry or electro-optical

components to optically couple input/output of optical fibers in optical alignment to

optoelectronic components that are supported on a substrate, which improves throughput,

tolerance, manufacturability, ease of use, functionality and reliability at reduced costs.

[0009] In one embodiment, an optical bench in the form of an optical fiber subassembly (OFSA)

supporting at least one optical fiber is physically and optically coupled to an optoelectronic

device (e.g., a VCSEL array, PD array, or photonic integrated circuits (PIC)) that is mounted on

a substrate and/or printed circuit board (PCB). The novel passive optical alignment connection

includes a support (e.g., a housing or a submount) supporting the optoelectronic device, and a

transparent alignment block having a first set of optical fiducials for aligning optical fiducials

defined on the OFSA with the alignment block, and a second set of optical fiducials for aligning

the alignment block with optical fiducials defined on the support. The first and second sets of

optical fiducials are precisely located with respect to each other on the alignment block. The

input/output ends of the optical fibers supported by the OFSA are precisely positioned with

respect to the optical fiducials on the OFSA. The optoelectronic device(s) are precisely located

with respect to the optical fiducials on the support. Accordingly, upon assembly, the OFSA, the

alignment block and support would be passively aligned by aligning the optical fiducials on the

OFSA, the alignment block and the support, with the input/output end of the optical fiber

optically aligned with the optoelectronic device on the support along a desired, predefined

optical path.

[0010] The support may be initially attached to a substrate (e.g., a PCB) of a module, or

alternatively the support may be mounted to the alignment block prior to attaching to the module

substrate. Further, the OFSA may be removably attached to the alignment block, via a

'separable' or 'demountable' or 'detachable' action, in accordance with a novel connection

created by the Assignee/Applicant of the present invention (see, U.S. Patent Application No.

14/714,240, which was filed on May 15, 2015).



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] For a fuller understanding of the nature and advantages of the invention, as well as the

preferred mode of use, reference should be made to the following detailed description read in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings. In the following drawings, like reference

numerals designate like or similar parts throughout the drawings.

[0012] Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an optical bench that accurately locates optical fibers with

respect to a mirror array, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

[0013] Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the optical bench with a cover that completes a ferrule, in

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

[0014] Fig. 3 is perspective view of an optically transparent alignment block with optical

alignment fiducials, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

[0015] Fig. 4 is a perspective view illustrating the attachment of the optical bench in alignment

with the alignment block.

[0016] Fig. 5 is a perspective view of a VCSEL array placed on a submount in accurate

alignment with optical fiducials on the submount, in accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention.

[0017] Fig. 6 is a perspective view illustrating attachment of the alignment block with optical

bench onto the submount, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

[0018] Fig. 7 is a perspective view illustrating attachment of the submount with alignment block

and optical bench onto a printed circuit board, in accordance with one embodiment of the present

invention.

[0019] Fig. 8 is a perspective view illustrating attachment of an optical fiber jumper, using a

separable fiber-optic connector, to the optical bench that has been aligned to the VCSEL, in

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.



[0020] Fig. 9 is a sectional view taken along line 9-9 in Fig. 7 .

[0021] Fig. 10 is a sectional view taken along line 10-10 in Fig. 8.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0022] This invention is described below in reference to various embodiments with reference to

the figures. While this invention is described in terms of the best mode for achieving this

invention's objectives, it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that variations may be

accomplished in view of these teachings without deviating from the spirit or scope of the

invention.

[0023] The present invention overcomes the drawbacks of the prior art by providing a vision-

based passive alignment approach to optically couple input/output of optical fibers in optical

alignment to optoelectronic components that are attached on a substrate, which improves

throughput, tolerance, manufacturability, ease of use, functionality and reliability at reduced

costs.

[0024] The concept of the present invention will be discussed with reference to an optical fiber

subassembly (OFSA) as an example of an optical bench that supports an input/output end of an

optical fiber, and a transmitter (Tx) with an array of vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers

(VCSELs) as an example of an optoelectronic device, which could be part of a transceiver

(Xcvr). Alternatively, the VCSEL array and submount could be embodied in a device that

integrates the photonic circuitry into a single chip as a photonic integrated circuit (PIC). The

present invention may be applied to provide passive alignment of other types of optical benches

to other types of optoelectronic devices without departing from the scope and spirit of the

present invention.

[0025] Fig. 1 illustrates an OFSA 10 incorporating a micro optical bench 11 for supporting an

optical component in the form of optical fibers 20 (e.g., four optical fibers 20 in short sections or

stubs). The optical bench 11 includes a base 16, which defines structured features including an

alignment structure comprising open grooves 25 for retaining bare sections of optical fibers 20

(having cladding exposed, without protective buffer and jacket layers), and structured reflective

surfaces 12 (i.e., four reflectors) having a plane inclined at an angle relative to the greater plane

of the base 16. Each structured reflective surface 12 may have a flat, concave or convex surface

profile and/or possess optical characteristics corresponding to at least one of the following

equivalent optical elements: mirror, focusing lens, diverging lens, diffraction grating, or a

combination of the foregoing. The structured reflective surface 12 may have a compound profile



defining more than one region corresponding to a different equivalent optical element (e.g., a

central region that is focusing surrounded by an annular region that is diverging). In one

embodiment, the structured reflective surfaces 1 may have a concave aspherical reflective

surface profile, which serves both functions of reflecting and reshaping (e.g., collimating or

focusing) a diverging incident light, without requiring a lens. Accordingly, referring also to

Figs. 9 and 10) each structured refiective surface 12 functions as an optical element that directs

light to/from an external optical or optoelectronic component (in this case an optoelectronic

device such as a VCSEL 2, by reflection from/to the output/input end 2 1 of the optical fiber 20,

along a defined optical path 100 that is aligned to the optical axis of the various optical

components and elements (i.e., optical fibers 20, structured reflective surfaces 12, and VCSEL

2)·

[0026] The open grooves 25 are sized to receive and located to precisely position the end section

of the optical fibers 20 in alignment with respect to the structured reflective surfaces 12 along the

optical path 100. The end face 2 1 (input/output end) of each of the optical fibers 20 is

maintained at a pre-defined distance with respect to a corresponding structured reflective surface

12.

[0027] The overall functional structures of the optical bench 11 generally resemble the structures

of some of the optical bench embodiments disclosed in nanoPrecision's earlier patent documents

noted below (i.e., the fiber alignment grooves aligned with structured reflective surfaces, and

addition features to facilitate proper optical alignment). In the present invention, however, the

optical bench 11 is stamped with passive alignment features, in the form of optical fiducials. In

the view of Fig. 1, optical fiducials 14 are formed on the planar surface 15 of the base 16, which

facilitates alignment and/or accurate positioning the optical bench 11 with respect to the VCSEL

2, as will be further explained below. The input/output ends 2 1 of the optical fibers 20/the

grooves 25 (which define the locations of optical fiber ends 21) and the structured reflective

surfaces 2 1 are precisely positioned with respect to the optical fiducials 14 on the optical bench

11.

[0028] In a further aspect of the present invention, the mirror/structured reflective surface and

optical fiber alignment structure in the optical connector can be integrally/simultaneous formed

by precision stamping of a stock material (e.g., a metal blank or strip), which allows the

connector components to be produced economically in high or small volumes, while improving



tolerance, manufacturability, ease of use, functionality and reliability. By forming the structured

reflective surface, the passive alignment features (i.e., the optical fiducials 14) and the optical

fiber alignment structure simultaneously in the same, final stamping operation, dimensional

relationship of all features requiring alignment on the optical bench can be maintained in the

final stamping step. Instead of a punching operation with a single strike of the punch to form all

the features on the optical bench, it is conceivable that multiple strikes may be implemented to

progressive pre-form certain features on the optical bench, with a final strike to simultaneously

define the final dimensions, geometries and/or finishes of the various structured features on the

optical bench, including the mirror, optical fiber alignment structure/groove, passive alignment

features, etc. that are required to ensure (or play significant role in ensuring) proper alignment of

the respective components/structures along the design optical path.

[0029] The Assignee of the present invention, nanoPrecision Products, Inc., developed various

proprietary optical coupling/connection devices having optical benches used in connection with

optical data transmission. The present invention is more specifically directed to

detachably/reconnectably coupling optical fibers to photonic components including PICs, while

adopting similar concept of stamping optical benches including stamped mirrors practiced in the

earlier optical coupling devices.

[0030] For example, US2013/0322818A1 discloses an optical coupling device having a stamped

structured surface for routing optical data signals, in particular an optical coupling device for

routing optical signals, including a base; a structured surface defined on the base, wherein the

structured surface has a surface profile that reshapes and/or reflect an incident light; and an

alignment structure defined on the base, configured with a surface feature to facilitate

positioning an optical component on the base in optical alignment with the structured surface to

allow light to be transmitted along a defined path between the structured surface and the optical

component, wherein the structured surface and the alignment structure are integrally defined on

the base by stamping a malleable material of the base.

[0031] US2013/0294732A1 further discloses a hermetic optical fiber alignment assembly having

an integrated optical element, in particular a hermetic optical fiber alignment assembly including

a ferrule portion having a plurality of grooves receiving the end sections of optical fibers,

wherein the grooves define the location and orientation of the end sections with respect to the

ferrule portion. The assembly includes an integrated optical element for coupling the



input/output of an optical fiber to optoelectronic devices in an optoelectronic module. The

optical element can be in the form of a structured reflective surface. The end of the optical fiber

is at a defined distance to and aligned with the structured reflective surface. The structured

reflective surfaces and the fiber alignment grooves can be formed by stamping.

[0032] U.S. Patent Application No. 14/695,008 further discloses an optical coupling device for

routing optical signals for use in an optical communications module, in particular an optical

coupling device in which defined on a base are a structured surface having a surface profile that

reshapes and/or reflect an incident light, and an alignment structure defined on the base,

configured with a surface feature to facilitate positioning an optical component on the base in

optical alignment with the structured surface to allow light to be transmitted along a defined path

between the structured surface and the optical component. The structured surface and the

alignment structure are integrally defined on the base by stamping a malleable material of the

base. The alignment structure facilitates passive alignment of the optical component on the base

in optical alignment with the structured surface to allow light to be transmitted along a defined

path between the structured surface and the optical component. The structured surface has a

reflective surface profile, which reflects and/or reshape incident light.

[0033] U.S. Patent No. 7,343,770 discloses a novel precision stamping system for manufacturing

small tolerance parts. Such inventive stamping system can be implemented in various stamping

processes to produce the devices disclosed in above-noted nanoPrecision patent documents, and

can similarly be implemented to produce the structures disclosed herein (including the structures

for the optical bench 11 discussed above. These stamping processes involve stamping a bulk

material (e.g., a metal blank or stock), to form the final surface features at tight (i.e., small)

tolerances, including the reflective surfaces having a desired geometry in precise alignment with

the other defined surface features.

[0034] Essentially, for the OFSA 10, the base 16 defines an optical bench 11 for aligning the

optical fibers 20 with respect to the structured reflective surfaces 12. By including the grooves

25 on the same, single structure that also defines the structured reflective surfaces 12, the

alignment of the end sections 2 1 of the optical fibers 20 to the structured reflective surfaces 12

can be more precisely achieved with relatively tighter (smaller) tolerances by a single final

stamping operation to simultaneous define the final structure on a single part, as compared to

trying to achieve similar alignment based on features defined on separate parts or structures. By



forming the structured reflective surfaces 1 and the optical fiber alignment structure/grooves 25

simultaneously in a same, single final stamping operation, dimensional relationship of all

features/components requiring (or play a role in providing) alignment on the same work

piece/part can be maintained in the final stamping step.

[0035] Referring to Fig. 2, the OFSA 10 further includes a cover 18 that covers the exposed

grooves 25 and the sections of optic fibers 20. The terminating section 1 of the overall

structure of the combination of the cover 18 and the optical bench 11 essentially forms a ferrule,

to which a ferrule 51 supporting a terminating end of an optical fiber cable 23 may be coupled

via a sleeve 50 (see, Fig. 8).

[0036] In one embodiment, the novel passive optical alignment connection includes a submount

supporting the optoelectronic device (e.g., the VCSEL 2). Referring to Fig. 5, the VCSEL 2 is

mounted on a submount 4, which is defined with a set of optical fiducials 44. These fiducials

may be produced on the submount using lithographic procedures that hold nano-scale tolerances

on the placement of the fiducials. The VCSEL 2 is precisely positioned with respect to the

optical fiducials 44 on the submount 4 (i.e., the mounting location of the VCSEL 2 on the

submount 4 is precisely determined by reference to the optical fiducials 44), by using known

pick-and-place machines with visual feedback that align lithographically patterned features on

the surface of the VCSEL (e.g. emitting area, solder pads, etc.) to the lithographically patterned

fiducials 44 on the submount 4 . While Fig. 5 illustrates the photonic component as a VCSEL 2

that is mounted on a separate submount 4, in an alternate embodiment, the submount may be an

integral part of the photonic component, and this arrangement removes the assembly of the

photonic component onto the submount. For example, the fiducials 44 may be lithographically

patterned onto the surface of a photonic integrated circuit (PIC) that also includes a light source

such as a diffractive grating coupler-. For other types of integrated optoelectronic devices such

as a silicon photonic integrated circuit (SiPIC), the housing of the SiPIC may function as a

submount (e.g., the silicon substrate/housing of the SiPIC) on which optical fiducials are defined

(e.g., by lithographic/etching processes).

[0037] Referring to Fig. 3, the novel alignment connection further includes an optically

transparent alignment block 1 having a first set of optical fiducials 24 for aligning the optical

fiducials 14 defined on the optical bench 11 of the OFSA 10 with the alignment block 1, and a

second set of optical fiducials 34 for aligning the alignment block 1 with the optical fiducials 44



defined on the submount 4 . The first and second sets of optical fiducials 24 and 34 are precisely

located with respect to each other on the alignment block 1. The optical fiducials 24 and 34 may

be defined on the same surface (e.g., top surface 29) of the alignment block 1, using lithographic

processes with better than 1 micrometer accuracy. Alternatively, the two sets of optical fiducials

may be defined on opposing surfaces of the alignment block 1. The alignment block 1 may be

made of a suitable optically transparent material, such as glass, quartz or hard plastic.

[0038] In the illustrated embodiment, an opening 59 is provided in the alignment block 1, which

provides clearance to allow passage of light between the structured reflective surfaces 12 on the

optical bench 11 and the VCSEL 2 (see also Figs. 4 and 9 and 10). The opening 59 could be in

the form of a through-hole as shown in the embodiment of Fig. 3, or in the form of a cutout (i.e.,

the alignment block having a U-shaped body). Alternatively, the opening may be omitted, if the

optical bench 11 can be attached to the alignment block with the structured reflective surfaces 12

passing light beyond the edge of the alignment block. Alternatively, the alignment block may

not have any hole and the light to/from the structured reflective surfaces 12 is directed to pass

through the transparent alignment block.

[0039] Referring to Fig. 4, the OFSA 10/optical bench 11 is attached to the alignment block 1

(e.g., via soldering or adhesive), with the optical fiducials 14 on the optical bench 11 aligned

with the first set of optical fiducials 24 on the alignment block 1. Given the optical fiducials 14

and 24 are visible through the transparent alignment block 1, the alignment of the optical

fiducials 14 and 24 can be passively determined/confirmed visually/optically. For example, the

first set of optical fiducials 24 on the optically transparent body of the alignment block 1 can be

aligned to the optical bench fiducials 14 using known pick-and-place machinery that uses vision-

based alignment schemes.

[0040] Referring to Fig. 6, the alignment block 1 with the OFSA 10 attached thereto is attached

to the submount 4 (e.g., via adhesive), with the second set of optical fiducials 34 on the

alignment block 1 aligned with the optical fiducials 44 defined on the submount 4 . Given the

optical fiducials 34 and 44 are visible through the transparent alignment block 1, the alignment

of the optical fiducials 34 and 44 can be passively determined/confirmed visually/optically. For

example, the second set of optical fiducials 34 on the optically transparent body of the alignment

block 1 can be aligned to the submount fiducials 44 using known vision-based alignment

machinery.



[0041] In the embodiment of Fig. 6, the submount 4 is pre-attached to an underlying substrate,

e.g., a PCB 3, which may be part of a substrate or housing of an optoelectronic device module,

prior to attaching the alignment block 1 to the submount 4 . Alternatively, in the embodiment of

Fig. 7, the alignment block 1 is attached to the submount 4 prior to attaching the submount 4 to

an underlying substrate (e.g., a PCB 3 or a silicon interposer).

[0042] The foregoing outlined process provides an optical fiber subassembly that is permanently

attached to the board/submount/substrate. Upon assembly, the OFSA 10/optical bench 11, the

alignment block 1 and submount 4 would be passively aligned with alignment of the optical

fiducials on the OFSA 10/optical bench 11, the alignment block 1 and the submount 4, with the

input/output ends 1 of the optical fibers 20 optically aligned along a desired, predefined optical

path 100 with the optoelectronic device (e.g., VCSEL 2) supported on the submount 4 .

Referring to Figs. 9 and 10, the optical alignment of the input/output ends 2 1 of the optical fibers

20 to the VCSEL 2 is illustrated. Fig. 9 is a sectional view taken along line 9-9 in Fig. 7, prior to

attachment of the alignment block 1 to the PCB 3 . Fig. 10 is a sectional view taken along line

10-10 in Fig. 8, after attachment of the alignment block 1 to the PCB 3 . Given (a) the accurate

positioning of the optical fiber ends 2 1 relative to the structured refiective surfaces 12 defined on

the optical bench 11, (b the alignment of the optical bench 11 of the OFSA 10 to the alignment

block 1 via optical fiducials 14 and 24 discussed above, (c) the alignment of the alignment block

1 to the submount 4 that supports the VCSEL 2 via optical fiducials 34 and 44, and (d) the

VCSEL 2 is precisely located with respect to the optical fiducials on the submount 4, the overall

structure shown in Figs. 9 and 10 results in a precise optical alignment along a desired

predefined optical path 100, which is defined between the ends 2 1 of the optical fibers 20 and the

VCSEL 2 via the structured reflective surfaces 12 defined on the optical bench 11.

[0043] In the embodiment of Figs. 9 and 10, the light path 100 is turned substantially 90 degrees

by the structured reflective surfaces 12. As illustrated, the optical bench 11/OFSA 10 provides a

convenient, compact connection structure (i.e., a, optical connector) that allows the optical fiber

cable to be coupled to the optoelectronic device (e.g., VCSEL 2) with the optical fibers aligned

substantially parallel to the major plane (e.g., plane of the supporting substrate or submount) of

the optoelectronic device.

[0044] Referring back to the embodiment of Fig. 8, it can be appreciated that the present

invention provides a board-mounted optical fiber subassembly (BM-OFSA) 10 that can be



permanently attached to the substrate/submount/board 4 of an optoelectronic device such as a

transceiver including a VCSEL 2 . The BM-OFSA 10 is aligned via optical fiducials (14, 24, 34

and 44) and attached to the substrate/submount/board 4 with an attachment process like

soldering or an adhesive like epoxy. The BM-OFSA 10 includes a stamped connector formed of

a stamped micro optical bench 11 that also forms a ferrule 1 for a separable fiber connection.

The stamped connector is a clam-shell design containing an array of optical fiber stubs 20. One

end of the fiber stub is terminated in a ferrule 17 (e.g. having a generally oval cross-section) and

the opposite end 2 1 is terminated at an array of micro mirrors 12, preferably manufactured by

stamping. The mirrors fold the light beams and focus them onto electro-optical chips on the

board/substrate/submount 4 . This ferrule end 17 is integral to the micro optical bench. The

ferrule end 17 provides a separable connection interface to a ferrule 5 1 of a fiber jumper 23 via

an alignment sleeve 50.

[0045] The present invention provides a method for assembly the BM-OFSA 10 to the

board/submount/substrate 4 using vision-based passive alignment, which is readily available in

pick-and-place machinery with about a 1 micrometer positioning accuracy. This is adequate for

single-mode optical connections. The invention is compatible with conventional electronics

assembly processes like wave soldering since it is made of metal and glass which can tolerate

high-temperature processes. The BM-OFSA can be attached to a circuit board by passive

alignment in accordance with the present invention, and after the board is completely populated,

the optical fiber cables can be connected using the ferrule end of the BM-OFSA. Consequently

the optical fiber cables are not in the way during the assembly of the circuit board.

[0046] In an alternate embodiment, instead of a built-in integral ferrule at one end of the micro

optical bench, a separate, independent ferrule may be joined to one end of the micro optical

bench.

[0047] In a further embodiment, instead of configuring the optical bench 11 with a ferrule 17 as

a short stub to provide for a separable connection to a fiber jumper 23 in the configuration

illustrated in Fig. 8, an optical fiber cable may be permanently attached to the optical bench 11

(i.e., the ends 2 1 of the optical fibers 20 in the optical fiber cable are supported in alignment by

the optical bench 11). This configuration eliminates the sleeve 50 and the ferrule 5 1 shown in

Fig. 8. The ends 2 1 of the optical fibers 20 of the optical fiber cable 23 are inserted directly into

the grooves 25 in the optical bench 11. In this embodiment, the optical bench 11 also serves as a



ferrule for supporting the optical fibers in optical alignment within the passively aligned

optical/mechanically coupling.

[0048] It is noted that the OFSA may be removably attached to the alignment block, via a

'separable' or 'demountable' or 'detachable' action, in accordance with a novel connection

created by the Assignee/Applicant of the present invention (see, U.S. Patent Application No.

14/714,240, which was filed on May 15, 2015). As noted earlier, it is well within the scope and

spirit of the present invention to adopt the inventive concept to other types of optoelectronic

devises (e.g., a PIC), and other types of optical benches and optical subassemblies.

* * *

[0049] While the invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to the

preferred embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various changes in

form and detail may be made without departing from the spirit, scope, and teaching of the

invention. Accordingly, the disclosed invention is to be considered merely as illustrative and

limited in scope only as specified in the appended claims.



CLAIMS

WE CLAIM:

1. A passive alignment connection structure between an optical bench and an

optoelectronic device, comprising:

an optically transparent alignment block having a first set of optical fiducials and a

second set of optical fiducials defined thereon;

an optical bench having a first body defined with alignment features including optical

fiducials, wherein the optical bench is attached to the alignment block with the optical fiducials

defined on the optical bench aligned with the first set of optical fiducials defined on the

alignment block;

a support which supports the optoelectronic device, wherein optical fiducials are defined

on the support, wherein the support is attached to the alignment block with the optical fiducials

of the support aligned with the second set of optical fiducials defined on the alignment block.

2 . The passive alignment connection structure of claim 1, wherein the first body of the

optical bench is formed by stamping, including stamping the alignment features including the

optical fiducials of the optical bench.

3 . The passive alignment connection structure of claim 1, wherein the support comprises

a submount on which the fiducials of the support are defined, and the optoelectronic device is

mounted on the submount in relation to said fiducials.

4 . The passive alignment connection structure of claim 1 wherein the optical bench

comprises at least a structured reflective surface and the alignment features comprises an

alignment structure that supports an optical fiber in optical alignment with the structured

reflective surface, wherein an optical path is defined between the optical fiber and the

optoelectronic device via the structured reflective surface, and wherein the optical bench is

aligned with the optoelectronic device to maintain the optical path.



5 . The passive alignment connection structure of claim 4, wherein the optoelectronic

device comprises at least one of a transmitter, a receiver, a transceiver, and a photonic integrated

circuit.

6 . The passive alignment connection structure of claim 4, wherein the alignment block

comprises an opening for passage of light between the structured reflective surface defined on

the optical bench and the optoelectronic device.

7 . The connection structure of claim 1, wherein the submount is an integral part of the

optoelectronic device.

8. A method for providing a passive alignment connection between an optical bench and

an optoelectronic device, comprising:

providing an optically transparent alignment block having a first set of optical fiducials

and a second set of optical fiducials defined thereon;

defining alignment features on a body of the optical bench, including optical fiducials;

attaching the optical bench to the alignment block with the optical fiducials defined on

the optical bench aligned with the first set of optical fiducials defined on the alignment block;

defining optical fiducials on a support on which the optoelectronic device is supported,

wherein the support is attached to the alignment block with the optical fiducials of the support

aligned with the second set of optical fiducials defined on the alignment block.

9 . The method of claim 8, wherein the first body of the optical bench is formed by

stamping, including stamping the alignment features including the optical fiducials of the optical

bench.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein the support comprises a submount on which the

fiducials of the support are defined, and the optoelectronic device is mounted on the submount in

relation to said fiducials.



11. The method of claim 8 wherein the optical bench comprises a structured reflective

surface and defining alignment features comprises defining an alignment structure that supports

an optical fiber in optical alignment with the structured refiective surface, wherein an optical

path is defined between the optical fiber and the optoelectronic device via the structured

reflective surface, and wherein the optical bench is aligned with the optoelectronic device to

maintain the optical path.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the optoelectronic device comprises at least one of a

transmitter, a receiver, a transceiver, and a photonic integrated circuit.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the alignment block comprises an opening for

passage of light between the structured reflective surface defined on the optical bench and the

optoelectronic device.

14. The method of claim 8, wherein the submount is an integral part of the optoelectronic

device.
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